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marlese c : we can capture water when it rains and be self sufficient!!! 

Sarah A Please talk about e -waste!!!!!! 

marlese c : I work in grocery store industry -- so much waste and food thrown out 

Sarah A more community gardens .... similar to the Gil Tract at UC Berkeley or Urban Adamah 

Sarah A Paper straws that are seen as compostable are actually toxic, they have forever chemicals. 

marlese c : bring back our organic farms not apartments 

Sarah A Yes, bring back our organic farms, no more apartments. 
Sarah A �le should have aviaries, and 1,orking farms. 

Carl G :  "reusable" plastic bags aren't really reused and instead increase the amount of plastic in landfills. Think the laws that banned the thinner plastic bags was a mistake 

marlese c :  help locals start organic farms right here in Hayward- fund this 

Carl G : ultimately, stores and manufacturers need to reduce plastic packaging 

Charles H : Suggestion 4 1-1aste: Incentivize litter clean up via: jobs / singular events 1�ith rewards for trash clean up. 
Sarah A :  I agree Carl about stores need to to reduce plastic but the only way they do it if they are penalized and there is public outrage and incentives 

Sarah A :  if you want carbon squestration, please protect the whales in the ocean from sonar and the internet of under water things which are harming the whales. 

Nicole Grucky, she/her, Ha}'\vard : environment@ha}'\vard-ca.gov 

Sarah A : I 1,ould like to save the chat but I· m not able to 

Pekon G : Thank You for this discussion. Its good to learn and know about the city from like minded neighbors. 

Nicole Grucky, she/her, Ha}'\vard : As the host, I will be able to download the chat at the conclusion of the meeting. 

Charles H : Sequestration option: Can car mufflers be designed to convert gas CO2 into carbon nanotubes? maybeswap the exhaust/ captured carbon out of cars exhaust pipes 

Bruce A : Can someone explain how 1,ater usage impacts climate. I get how climate change impacts the availability of 1,ater but not the reverse. Please educate me? 

Nicholas M : Thank you for providing this information and leading this work Nicole and staff. 

Charles H : capturing carbon On-site / in-vehicle. similar to how nanotubes are grown. 
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